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Amembassy Buenos Aires OATEI January 10, 1979

Maggio Letter on Argentine Navy Mechanics School
Detention Facility
(A) Buenos Aires 3244 dtd 4/27/78;
(B) Buenos Aires 3489 dtd 5/5/78
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In April 1978, this Embassy, a number of other foreign missions
and international news agencies received handwritten letters
and detai'ed drawings from a Horacio Maggio reporting that the
Ofricer's Cluso at the Arg&ntine Navy's Mechanics School was
be ng used as a clandestine detention and interrogation
facility. Ne believe letters were also sent to Church
authorgties. (See refte' A. ) Maggio met with a foreign
corresponaent in late April and personally provided more
details' of the Mechanics School's interrcgation facility,
in an attempt to substantiate his assertions.

I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: New evidence that Horacio Maggio was
a trusty at the Navy Mechanics School has led us to review
the allegations he made in letters (see attachments) sent last
April that Ambassador Hidalgo Sole. the French nuns, Dagmar Hagelin
and other notable prisoners had been held and tortured there.
If this could be established then at least a few of
Argmtina's disappearance myster. Ies could be resolved But we
cannot rule out the possibility I:hat Maggio used his knowledge
of the school and its activities to concoct a dramatic tale
about his former captors. END INTRODUCTION AND SUMARY.
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Summaries of the Maggio report were published in Paris in
blonde" and in late 1978 in the Spanish news magazine,

ST bio-16. "

~ee eswlanations were put rorward regarding the Maggio
Petter: f'rst, that it was an Army "black propaganda"
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effort (th s was the Navy explanatio"); second, thatit was a Mnntonero invention to discredit the Navy;
and third, that the document was in fact g nuine.

We treated the document at arm's length because of
Maggio's weak story of how he escaped from the Nav—.
being moved. ) We recently learned however that Hr.
Maggio was in fact a trusty who had limited visiting
rights with his family, and escaped during a visit at
his family's home. We also heard from a source at
another embassy that Mr. Maggio had been recaptured
and killed by Navy Intelligence. We received in
October a 'Letter from Mrs. Maggio requesting our help
in locating her husband who had disappeared for a
secord time--whicn supports the report of Maggio's
demise.

embassy Comment: The Maggio drawings and description
of the opersticns within the Mechanics School Officer' s
Club appear to reflect inside knowledge. Many of the
procedural details regarding the cperations in his
report are corroborated by other sources. We have not
however been able to confirm that the indiv duels
named by Maggio were ir. fact prisoners at the
Mechanics School. We are seeking to do so, since
this would clear uo at least a few of Argentina's
extant mysteries. At thc same time we cannot. rule out
Y ggic's having usec his intimate knowledge of the
Navy's interrogation facili y a a frame upon which to
build a lurid case against his former captors.

CASTRO, ,r.",:„,
A" tachtents:

Copy Maggio Letter
2. Informal Eng' ish translation
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